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Hot Chilli Itineraries 
● Day charter on Hot Chilli are 8 hours in duration; additional hours are charged at 

3000 THB per hour.  
● We do not sail after sunset, so charters in the time from October to April finish latest 

at 18:00 and from May to September latest at 18:30 
● We also offer early bird charter departing as early as 6:30 in the morning to skip the 

biggest crowd on request.  
 
What is INCLUDED: 

● Bottled water 
● Hot and cold beverages (coffee, tea, soft drinks - coke, sprite, fanta) 
● Freshly cooked Thai-style buffet lunch (breakfast for early bird departure) 
● Snacks and fresh fruits of the season 
● Snorkelling equipment 
● Life jackets 
● 3 x professional crew (captain, cook, deckhand)  

 
What is EXCLUDED: 

● Taxi transports, hotels, flights  
○ Taxi can be arranged (price depends on the location) 

● Thai national park fees (400 THB for adults, 200 THB for children) 
● Alcoholic beverages (only pay what you consume after the charter) 

○ Local beers (80 THB per can)  
○ Foreign beers (120 THB per can) 
○ Standard Wine white or red (950 THB per bottle) 
○ Hard liqour (on request) 

● SUP (stand up paddle boards) for 700 THB per board 
 
What to bring: 
Sun hat, sun screen (high factor), camera, shirt to protect you from the sun, Thai Baht in 
cash for purchases on shore, national park fees (and a tip if you think the crew did a good 
job).  
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CHARTER TO PHI PHI ISLANDS  

 
What you can expect:  

● The famous Maya Bay (from the movie “the beach” with Leo) 
● Huge limestone cliffs 
● Super clear water  
● Stunning views 

 
Itinerary: 
NOTE: We try to make your experience as individual as possible. Please let us know if you 
prefer more snorkeling and swimming or more sightseeing and relaxing on the beach.  
Our captain will adjust accordingly. Our captain also tries to avoid being at locations at the 
“rush hour” and might change the plan if he sees many boats go to one location and hence 
stat at another location first. If you like to spend loads of time on one location you might have 
less or no time to go to another location - please always talk to your captain to adjust 
accordingly. Phi Phi Islands are the most famous island group in Thailand - of course most 
people tourist would like to visit them and it can get very busy in the area (especially from 
December till April). If you prefer less crowded places, please refer to the Racha islands 
charter.  
 

● Meet our staff at Chalong pier (big blue tent at the entrance)  
● Onboard briefing for your charter (safety, crew, itinerary, boat) 
● Choose to visit Phi Phi Don + Phi Phi Leh OR Phi Phi Don + Bamboo Island 
● For itinerary 1 (Phi Phi Don + Phi Phi Leh) we will stop at the following locations:  

a. Maya bay (enjoying the scenery and beach) 
b. Koh Phi Phi Leh lagoon (at high tide the boat can enter the entrance; at low 

tide a longtail boat can be hired for 1500 THB to enter the lagoon)  
c. Viking cave (sightseeing) 
d. Monkey bay or monkey beach (swimming, snorkeling, relaxing) 
e. Thai style buffet lunch on board 
f. Maiton ( bottle nose dolphin spotting; not guaranteed) 
g. Optional to stop at Tonsai bay to explore Phi Phi village 

● For itinerary 2 we will stop at the following locations:  
a. Monkey bay or monkey beach (swimming, snorkeling, relaxing) 
b. Optional to stop at Tonsai bay to explore Phi Phi village 
c. Visit Bamboo island for relaxing on the beach and swimming,  
d. Thai style buffet lunch on board 
e. Maiton ( bottle nose dolphin spotting) 

● For itinerary 3 we can go to Bamboo island, Phi Phi Don and Phi Phi Leh (gasoline 
surcharge 2500 THB)  

● Back after 8 hours at Chalong Pier  
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CHARTER TO PHANG NGA BAY (JAMES BOND ISLAND) 

 
What you can expect:  

● Tropical cave excursion 
● The famous James Bond island (from the movie “The Man with the Golden Gun” with 

Roger Moore as James Bond) 
● Huge limestone cliff scenery 
● Stunning views  

 
Itinerary: 
NOTE: On this itinerary we can not do many changes as we need to go along the locations 
on the way. The Phang Nga bay is famous for the limestone cliff formations, but 
unfortunately, the water on the northern bay is not very clear. We do a last stop at chicken 
island, where the water is mostly quite clear for snorkeling.  If you prefer a clear water 
charter refer to the Phi Phi or Racha islands charters. If you prefer less crowded locations 
refer to Racha island charters.  
 

● Meet our staff at Chalong pier (big blue tent at the entrance)  
● Onboard briefing for your charter (safety, crew, itinerary, boat) 
● We will stop at the following locations in this order:  

1. Koh Panak with cave excursion and guide (300 THB per person to Kayak 
company) 

2. Thai style buffet lunch on board 
3. Visit James Bond island by dinghy 
4. Swimming and relaxing from the boat 
5. Last stop at Koh Kai (chicken island) for a snorkeling and swimming 

● Back after 8 hours at Chalong Pier  
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CHARTER TO RACHA YAI & RACHA NOI ISLANDS  

 
What you can expect:  

● Beautiful clear water  
● Plenty of swimming and snorkeling locations  
● Less crowded than Phi Phi and Phang Nga Bay 
● Beautiful white sand beaches (similar to Similan Islands) 

 
Itinerary: 
NOTE: Racha islands are already are not protect from winds and waves, so we usually go to 
the west side of the islands in the high season from November to April and to the eat side in 
the time from May till October. Both sides have amazing beautiful clear water for snorkeling 
and enjoying the beach.  
 

● Meet our staff at Chalong pier (big blue tent at the entrance)  
● Onboard briefing for your charter (safety, crew, itinerary, boat) 
● We recommend to go to the following itinerary: 

1. Stop at Racha Yai to have short  jump in the clear water 
2. Continue to Racha Noi for more some amazing snorkeling  
3. Thai style buffet lunch on board 
4. stay in Racha Noi for more snorkeling and head back to Phuket directly 
5. Or leave Racha Noi for Racha Yai for one more stop and return after 
6. Optional stop at cape Panwa  if leaving a bit earlier   

● Back after 8 hours at Chalong Pier  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


